Name:

Alec Lightwood
Complete the crossword below
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Across
1. Tells Alec that he helped her come out.
13. Was in this city when Mayrse called him back to
the Institute
14. Kissed Magnus in front of Alec's parents here.
17. Keeps walking in on them. Ship name.
20. Always wears worn out sweaters
22. Is not afraid of
23. Never killed this before CoB
26. Dragon demons are _____
30. “Jace could get himself killed putting his pants on
in the morning. Being his parabatai is a _____'
31. Alec and Magnus made up while sitting on this
34. Portrays Alec in the TV show
35. On the cover of this book.
36. 'I want to know why you haven't called me ____.'
39. Portrays Alec in the movie
40. Has read Magnus' ________ comics
42. Put on glamour on Alec because he was rude

Down
2. 'It's not like a stab wound you can protect me from.
It's a million ________ every day.”
3. Fell on his ___
4. Brings to the demon realm, for antiseptic purposes.
5. Kills this person because they will not reveal where
Magnus is being held prisioner.
6. Sends Jace lots of these when Alec is gone.
7. Robert has a hard time with Alec's sexuality due to
his parabatai ____. First and last name.
8. Camille wants Alec to kill this person. First and last
name.
9. Page ____hundred and eleven
10. So proud to get this from Magnus
11. Eye color
12. Went to kill Camille, but this person beat him. First
and last name.
15. Pushes out of an elevator. First name.
16. Middle name
18. Alec wants a ____________ calender
19. Alec voted against sending away. First and last
name
21. Has a ______ rune that Magnus loves
24. Jokes about forgetting who this person is. First
name.
25. Alec and ____ had a 'special' moment in CoHF.
First and last name.
27. Bears a strong resemblance to
28. Released this person from Lilith's custody. First
name.
29. 'You're my first _______, Alec Lightwood.”
32. His weapon of choice. 3 words
33. Magnus calls Alec this
37. Ship name with Magnus
38. Only loves this person because they are safe.
First name.
40. 'You said you were going for a walk! What kind of
walk takes __ hours?'
41. 'The only way you could raise enough money to
hire Magnus by selling lemonade is if you put ____ in
it.”

